
 

What is Pi Day? Why mathematicians and
bakers unite to celebrate
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What do mathematicians and pie fans have in common? A love for
March 14.
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Monday marks Pi Day.

For math lovers, it's a chance to celebrate Pi, one of the most important
numbers ever, representing the ratio of a circle's circumference to its
diameter.

Although Pi is typically rounded up to 3.14, it can go on forever.
According to Guinness World Records, the most accurate value for Pi is
more than 62 trillion digits (62,831,853,071,796 to be precise). It was
calculated last August by the University of Applied Sciences in
Switzerland.

For those who don't enjoy math, you get pie. Cherry pie. Apple pie.
Pizza pie. All the pies.

Whether you calculate it or eat it, Pi (and pie) bring joy to many. Here's
how it all started.

The history of Pi

Pi has been around for 4,000 years, used by ancient Babylonians to
calculate the area of a circle by taking three times the square of its
radius, according to the Exploratorium, a San Francisco-based museum.

Early calculations of Pi were based on measurement until the Greek
mathematician Archimedes became the first to use an algorithmic
approach, according to PiDay.org, a website created to encourage
learning in STEM subjects.

The Pi symbol was introduced in 1706 by mathematician William Jones,
but it wasn't made popular until Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler
used it in 1737.
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The Pi symbol is the first letter of the Greek word, perimetros, which
loosely translates to "circumference," says PiDay.org.

How did Pi Day start?

Former physicist Larry Shaw, who connected March 14 with 3.14,
celebrated the first Pi Day at the Exploratorium with fruit pies and tea in
1988. The museum said Shaw led Pi Day parades there every year until
his passing in 2017.

In 2009, the House of Representatives passed a resolution marking
March 14 as National Pi Day.

March 14 is more than Pi

The date is significant in the world of science. Albert Einstein was born
on this day in 1879. The Exploratorium said it added a celebration of
Einstein's life as part of its Pi Day activities after Shaw's daughter, Sara,
realized the coincidence.

March 14 also marks the death of renowned theoretical physicist
Stephen Hawking, who passed away in 2018.

Why all the pizza and pie on Pi Day?

The first Pi Day celebration at the Exploratorium included a "pie feast"
for museum staff, and ever since, people have been grabbing a slice to
celebrate.

Of course, since pizza is sometimes referred to as pie, our tasty options
for Pi Day are expanded.
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That's why many pizza chains and other businesses started offering Pi
Day deals, which mostly consist of buying pizza or pies for $3.14.

Who knew math was so yummy?

(c)2022 USA Today
Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.
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